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Learn how Avreo
interWORKS can help.
Visit www.avreo.com or
call 1-800-844-9926
to schedule a
free demonstration.
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Take Control of Your Organization’s Workflow
Have you ever truly mapped your
organization’s workflow from start to
finish documenting each individual task
and transaction that must occur? If not,
you should. You will likely find many
areas of inefficiency, additional systems
that you have added over time to address
shortcomings within other systems, and
workarounds to manage your
organization’s change over time.

It’s Time for a Fresh Start
You need a system designed to address
not only the process to move a patient
through each step in their radiology
procedure, but micro-workflows to
manage the tasks of each healthcare
professional involved in the process.
The duties of radiologists are very
different from the duties of technologists.
Avreo interWORKS was designed with
this concept in mind to address each
micro-workflow to help healthcare
professionals be the most productive
version of themselves. We don’t lose
sight of the big picture either. Workflow
status indicators and real-time analytical
reports help keep your organization on
track so you can quickly address any
problems that arise. Patients and
ordering physicians reap the benefits of
this efficiency with the opportunity to
complete the radiology process and
receive important results in a timely
manner.

interWORKS efficiently manages each workflow
throughout your organization while keeping your
business on the straight path to success.
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Be a Team Player with an EHR Designed for Radiology
Radiologists and radiology departments
have traditionally relied on a PACS or
RIS/PACS combination to manage
workflow as well as the myriad of
clinical information associated with
imaging studies.
In this changing healthcare landscape,
RIS/PACS is no longer enough.
Radiology must be a team player by both
absorbing relevant clinical information
collected during the patient’s healthcare
experience and incorporating the
patient’s specific radiology experience
into other health information systems.

Choose a Certified Solution
In this new normal, few traditional RIS/
PACS systems can operate as a true
EHR for Radiology. interWORKS
version 7 has achieved ONC HIT 2014
Edition complete Ambulatory and
Inpatient EHR certification, which
designates that the software is capable of
supporting eligible providers and eligible
hospitals with meeting the Stage 1 and
Stage 2 Meaningful Use measures
required to qualify for funding under the
American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act (ARRA). For more information,
visit www.avreo.com.
Your organization can review the EHR
certification status of all software
systems at the following website:
http://oncchpl.force.com/ehrcert/
CHPLHome

interWORKS certified EHR capabilities
elevates Avreo’s RIS/PACS solution
to a true EHR for Radiology.
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Stay Productive with WAN Optimized Enterprise Image Access
In light of current trends toward
consolidation within healthcare
organizations, it is imperative that
radiology and healthcare solutions
address your needs across your entire
enterprise, whether centrally located or
geographically diverse.
The WAN optimized, web-based
connectivity within interWORKS
ensures that radiologists, administrators,
technologists, and healthcare
professionals can securely and efficiently
perform workflow driven tasks and
access needed information regardless of
location.
In addition, its Zero-Impact Install
technology is easily accessible via web
connectivity, and does not require thirdparty utilities or applets. This
technology reduces IT manpower
requirements and makes it easy to
support throughout your organization
and network of referring physicians.
interWORKS Diagnostic Viewer offers:
• Extensive image review and
comparison tools for relevant priors,
including priors provided on CD
using DICOMDIR.
• Large selection of image tools
including zoom, window/level,
annotations, measurements, and
image orientation.
• Layout preferences to organize
images down to a series description.
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interWORKS WAN Optimized Viewer
Efficiently Displays Study Images
Throughout Your Healthcare Enterprise.

Make Confident Decisions using Robust Business Intelligence Analytics
The business adage, “You can’t manage
what you don’t measure” extends to
radiology and healthcare in general. Yet
many radiology solutions do not include
proper tools to digest and understand the
extensive volume of data collected daily.
interWORKS reverses this trend.
With interWORKS Analysis Reporting,
you can identify trends so your
organization can respond with
actionable changes:
• Choose from a library of extensive
management and system reports that
provide real-time feedback of
enterprise activity.
• Design comprehensive reports
tailored to the exact needs of your
healthcare organization.

Analysis Reporting delivers real-time business analytics
to identify trends so your organization can respond
with actionable changes.
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• Publish reports to healthcare
professionals via portal assignments
to provide read-only or configurable
access to specific reports.
• Design and access reports from any
location without installing software
components or utilities.

Maximize Service and Communication to Ordering Physicians
Communicating results to ordering
physicians is a critical element of the
radiology workflow and the overall
electronic health record. To support this
communication, interWORKS offers
both on-demand tools and automated
report distribution channels.
Automated distribution delivers
radiology results based on preferences set
within the ordering physician’s record.
Distribution options include:
•
•
•
•

Fax
Email
Network printing*
Optional HL7 interface to HIS/EHR

On demand distribution presents
patient’s report along with referential
study images to provide powerful visual
illustrations when discussing treatment
plans with patients.

interWORKS Results Portal provides
Powerful visual illustrations when discussing
treatment plans with patients.

• interWORKS Results portal provides
worklist driven access to reports and
corresponding study images for
computers with the Windows
operating system. An embedded
DICOM mini-viewer includes robust
annotation and imaging tools and
provides access to prior studies to
easily review historical information.
• interWORKS Mobile provides on-the
-go report and image access for
Apple, Android, and Windows
phones and tablets as well as web
browser access.
• Web-based, hyperlinked access from
HIS/EMR launches image access
without additional authentication for
systems that support Microsoft’s
Active Directory.
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*interWORKS Dayhawk includes automated report distribution via fax and email
only. Network print is not available in this configuration.

Enhance Your Efficiency by Choosing a Solution that Fits Your Needs
Avreo offers flexible solutions to meet the specific needs of each healthcare organization with our interWORKS and interWORKS
Dayhawk configurations. As our configurations are built on the interWORKS platform, you can change configurations or add options
as your needs change.

interWORKS Configuration
Choose
One of the
Following

Order Generation

interWORKS Dayhawk Configuration


Order Generation

Choices include:

Includes:

•

Manage orders within interWORKS

•

•

Manage orders within another HIS, RIS, or
EMR, then receive these orders from this
system

•

Generate orders automatically based on
studies received by interWORKS

Generate orders automatically based on
studies received by interWORKS



Diagnostic Imaging Management
• Technologist quality assurance
• Diagnostic Viewer
• Interpretation Reporting



Diagnostic Imaging Management
• Technologist quality assurance
• Diagnostic Viewer
• Interpretation Reporting



Physician Results
• Physician Record management
• Report Distribution
• Physician Online Results



Physician Results
• Physician Record management
• Report Distribution (Fax and Email only)



Analysis Reporting



Analysis Reporting

Optional

Configuration of Meaningful Use for
Ambulatory or Inpatient
Connectivity with Other Healthcare Systems

Optional

HL7 Standards-Based Connectivity

Connectivity with Other Healthcare Systems
Optional

HL7 Standards-Based Connectivity

Examples include:

Examples include:

•

Receiving orders from your HIS/EMR

•

•

Sending final reports to your HIS/EMR

•

Sending patient, procedure, and insurance
information to your billing system
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Sending final reports to your HIS/EMR

Support, Server, and Storage Options

Based on
License
Type

interWORKS Configuration

interWORKS Dayhawk Configuration

Support Options

Support Options

Avreo support from 8 – 5 p.m. for standard
issues and 24 hour support for critical issues.
Customers need to submit the names of their
employees who are authorized to contact Avreo
support.

Based on
License
Type

Hosting Location and Server Equipment
Choose
One of the
Following

Choices include:
•

Host interWORKS VM in your
organization's data center. This option
requires Avreo approved VMWare or
HyperV virtual guest on your organization's
hardware.

•

Purchase interWORKS Application Server,
located at your organization.

Avreo support from 8 – 5 p.m. for standard
issues and 24 hour support for critical issues.
Customers need to submit the names of their
employees who are authorized to contact Avreo
support.

Hosting Location and Server Equipment



Host interWORKS in Avreo Partner data center.

Storage and Archiving
When you implement an Avreo interWORKS Solution, it is important to consider your storage and archiving needs. Avreo provides
a variety of storage options to accommodate your healthcare organization. You may also choose to purchase and manage your own
storage and archiving systems to compliment your existing storage and archive strategy with validation from Avreo. Avreo remains
storage agnostic and vendor neutral for archiving.
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What Do You Mean by “Enterprise-Wide Access” Anyway?
The term “hosted” and “in the cloud” have
become ambiguous buzzwords that often
obscure the real meaning or make it difficult
to compare functionality between systems.
When healthcare organizations ask whether
interWORKS can be “hosted in the cloud,”
they are generally asking one of two things:
• Does interWORKS provide access to
clinical information regardless of my
location?

Avreo interWORKS Concept

VNA or DICOM Archive

Ordering Physician Access

• Does interWORKS install software on
each workstation or a central server?
Where is this server located?
Let’s address these questions together. Avreo
interWORKS is installed and managed on a
central server. Healthcare professionals
access this server from any location.
Healthcare professionals do not need to
maintain software installed on individual
workstations.
For the interWORKS configuration, the
server location can reside in a VM within
your organization’s data center or on an
interWORKS application server located at
your organization. This decision is frequently
affected by your organization’s IT resources
and existing infrastructure. For the
interWORKS Dayhawk configuration, this
solution is hosted within an Avreo partner
data center. This gives virtual radiology
groups maximum flexibility without needing
to manage their own data center.

Hospital
Enterprise Locations

interWORKS Application Server

Dedicated
Imaging Locations

Physician
Practices

Off-Site Radiologist
interWORKS Access

On-Site Radiologist
interWORKS Access

interWORKS Provides Enterprise-Wide Access
to your Radiology Information.
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Selecting the Licensing Option That’s Right For You
In today’s economic environment, it is important to carefully consider costs and ongoing fees when purchasing, implementing, and
supporting radiology systems. To provide the most flexibility, Avreo offers solutions in both ASP and SLS models so you can choose
the purchase option that best supports your business model. In addition, Avreo offers finance options to accommodate every buyer.

Application Service Provider (ASP) Model

Software License Sale (SLS) Model

Avreo provides the necessary software and server equipment at
a low up-front cost and affordable monthly fee.

The SLS model provides your healthcare facility with complete
ownership of Avreo interWORKS.

Your ASP Subscription Includes:

Your Software License Sale Includes:

•
•
•

•
•

Avreo software updates, upgrades, and platform changes.
Unlimited imaging modality connections.
Remote Applications Training to get the most benefit from
your Avreo solution.

•

Avreo software license.
The option to purchase an interWORKS Application Server or
host interWORKS VM in your organization’s data center.
Remote Applications Training to get the most benefit from your
Avreo solution.

Benefits:

Benefits:

•

•

•
•

Low up-front cost and affordable monthly subscription fee
based on your study volume. In addition, your contract
includes 3-year price protection so you never have any
surprises.
With included software updates, upgrades and platform
changes, the software solution is always current.
Unlike many ASP solution providers, Avreo hosts its
Application Server on-site at your healthcare facility, which
increases system performance for large radiology data sets.
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•

No monthly fees after purchase other than optional software
support. You own the Application Server and Avreo software
license.
Finance Options Available.

Are you ready to get started?
Simply visit us at our website, call us, or request a personal demonstration and question session
for your healthcare organization to begin your pathway to success.

www.avreo.com
1-800-844-9926
Schedule a free demonstration

We Look Forward to Earning Your Business
In any relationship, trust develops over time by honoring commitments and responsibilities. At Avreo,
we want to build a long term relationship with your healthcare organization that fulfills your needs both
today and in the future.
As a privately-held company, we focus on the singular goal to provide the best radiology workflow
solutions and service to our healthcare customers at affordable pricing options, rather than selling
products to simply meet internal, arbitrary benchmarks. We value the trust you place in us as your
radiology partner, and we commit to building our relationship over the long term.
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